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ABSTRACT 

The Government of the Federal Republic of Somalia has identified agriculture as among th'e 

sect'ors to drive econo'mic gro'wth. This implicitly assumed a causal link from agricultural output 

to economic growth. However, in contrast to this assumption, causality could run from economic 

growth to agriculture or there maybe bi-directional causality. The study objective was examining 

the causal relationship betwee 'n levels of agricultura 'l outpu't and gross domestic product in 

Somalia. The stu'dy use'd aggregate data fo 'r the perio'd 1989 to 2020 and apply Ordinary Least 

Square test. Economic growth is an important goal for Somali’s economy for poverty reduction. 

Descriptive statistics (means, standard deviation, minimums, maximums, Skewness and 

Kurtosis) was utilised for describing the data. Inferenti'al statisti'cs entailed time series models to 

be estimated after undertaking tests to reveal the appropriate mode 'l t'o determining the effe 'ct of 

agricultural output on econo 'mic grow'th. Th'e study established that levels of agricultural output 

and gros's domes'tic produc 't has bee'n increasing over the last 32 years between 1989 and 2020. 

This could be attributed to efforts by the transitiona 'l federa'l govern'ment (TF'G) (200'4-201'2) an'd 

federal government (2012 to date) to revolutionize the economy of the country by investing in 

major sectors like Agriculture. The study also revealed that there is bidirectional causali 'ty 

betwee 'n the levels of agricultur 'al outpu't and gros's dome 'stic produ'ct. The study found that 

89.7% of the changes in gross domestic product in Somalia could be attributed to changes in 

levels of agriculture output and vice versa. The study conclude 'd tha't ther'e exis'ts a bi 'directional 

causality be'tween levels of agricul 'tural output and gross domestic product in Somalia. This is an 

indication that levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product affect each other directly. 

The stu'dy recommended that the federal govern'ment of Somalia sh'ould come with strategies to 

promote agriculture in the country. These policies should address the provision of agricultural 

input subsidies to encourage more people to practice agriculture. The study also recommends 

that the federal government of Somalia sho 'uld ad'dress the c 'ountry’s chal'lenges curre 'ntly facing 

the agricultural sector. The study also recommends that the government should allocate more 

funds for agricultural research. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background Information 

Econo'mic grow'th is measu'red as the per'cent ra 'te of inc'rease in r'eal G'DP. The per'centage ra 'te 

of in'crease in r 'eal G'DP is the benchmark for calculating economic growth. Simon Kuznets first 

proposed the concept of gross domestic product (GDP) in 1934 for a report that he was preparing 

for the United States Congress although he cautioned against using GDP as a proxy for welfare 

(Reyes & Useche, 2019). Following the Britain Woods conference in 1944, gross domestic 

product (GDP) was made the primary indicator used to measure the economy of the country. The 

Gro'ss Dome 'stic Pro'duct (GDP) per ca 'pita in'come is not a measurement of personal income but 

rather an indi'cator of the le 'vel of living in a co'untry (Leibler, 2019; Tacchella, Mazzilli & 

Pietronero, 2018). One of the major contributors to econo'mic grow'th in many coun'tries is 

agricul'ture. Agricu'lture is the back 'bone of growth in the econ'omy, development, an'd the fight 

against poverty in countries that are still on the path of globalization. Agriculture has always 

been seen as both the driver of and the cure for prosperity and economic growth (Zhang, Pang, 

Chen, & Lu, 2019). ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘  

The his 'tory o'f agricul'ture re 'cords the dome 'stication of p'lants an''d ani'mals and t'he develop'ment 

dis 'semination of techni'ques for ra 'ising th'em producti'vely (Iriarte, Elliott, Maezumi, Alves, 

Gonda, Robinson, & Handley, 2020). Agriculture started separately in several locations around 

the world, and it involved a wide variety of tax structures. More than eleven distinct places o 'f th'e 

Ol'd an'd Ne'w Wor'ld we're engaged as distinct cen'ters of or'igin (Byerlee & Lynam, 2020). In 

most regi'ons, particularly Eu'rope, No'rth Ame 'rica, and Au'stralia, an'd more recent'ly in Bra 'zil, 

China, an'd Ind'ia, huma'nity ha 's as well grown skilled at increasing crop yields through the use of 
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inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides (Mundia, Secchi, Akamani & Wang, 2019). Despite this, 

agricul'ture continue 's to expa 'nd onto mar'ginal a'nd unstable lan'ds in many of the world's poorer 

nations, which have low rates of overall productivity and populations that are expanding 

(Bilsborrow, & Geores, 2019). Agriculture remains the primary foundation of social-economic 

growth in the most develo 'ped nations o'f th'e economic world as a result of the strong dedication 

of the people in those nations; it has started industrialization as a result of its plentiful outputs. 

Additionally, it h'as pla 'yed a substantial rol'e in the expansion of the national economies of these 

countries (Qiao, Zheng, Jiang & Dong, 2019). ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Globally, agriculture have played a key role in economic growth. Agriculture also plays a crucial 

role in the United Kingdom by supplying 61 percent of the raw materials for the wider United 

Kingdom agri-food industries where these industries contribute around 108 billion pounds to the 

Gross Value Added of the country's economy and more than 3.7 million jobs (Guth & Smędzik-

Ambroży, 2020; Qiao, Zheng, Jiang, & Dong, 2019). In Canada, the agriculture and agri-food 

sector is responsible for more than six percent of Canada's gros 's dome'stic pro'duct and provides 

13 percent of the country's jobs. The agriculture industry in Canada continues to 

influence economic growth, which contributes to the country's solid economic performance 

(Barichello, 2020). In China, though growth in economy have not entirely been ascertained by 

agricultural output, studies shows that agricu'lture ha 's bee'n the mo'st crucial sector enhancing the 

econo'my si'nce 1949, even though its outpu't share in G'DP ha 's sharply been decreasing over time 

(Smolińska, 2019). In Brazil, as a crucial economic sector, agriculture makes the main 

contribution to gross domestic product (GDP) and to the exports of the country; and it as well 

provides jobs and produces food and energy (VieiraFilho, 2014; de Moraes, Bacchi & Caldarelli, 

2016). 
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In Africa, agriculture has been a major contributor to economic growth. According to 

Woldemichael, Salami, Mukasa, Simpasa and Shimeles (2017), agricul'ture rem'ains the most 

crucial econo'mic sect'or in Sub-Saha'ran Africa, generating 40% of the region's GDP, 15% of 

exports, and anywhere from 60 to 80 percent of the labor force. However, the levels of 

productivity for most of its products are poor when compared to global standards, and the levels 

of importation of commodities are higher than they should be in several nations (Enahoro, 

Lannerstad, Pfeifer & Dominguez-Salas, 2018). A hig'her agricul'tural production is therefore a 

prerequisite f'or gr'owth and develop 'ment in the majority of Afric 'an nations, and boosting yie 'lds 

is the ke 'y to improving in'comes (and lowering po 'verty) in ru'ral regions (Mehrara & 

Baghbanpour, 2016; Devaux, Torero, Donovan & Horton, 2018). As per Hawar (2019), 

agricultural and industrial producers may benefit, particularly if they are capable of diversifying 

their output into valued products that require a greater level of expertise. In the area of Eastern 

Africa economies like Kenya, agriculture contributes to around 33% of its GDP and also creates 

at least 40% of jobs in the country even though the agricultural sector has recently stagnated 

(Kerubo, 2021). In Tanzania, agriculture accounts for 26.7% of Tanzania's GDP and creates jobs 

for most of country’s population (Chongela, 2015). 

 ‘ 

According to UN data, the annual average growth rate in Somalia between 2004 and 2014 was -

3.3 percent. As a result, Somalia's GDP per capita fell from US$ 241 in 2004 to US$ 131 in 

2014. In 2014, the overall GDP was US$ 1374 million, with agriculture accounting for 60.2 

percent of the GDP (Organization of Islamic Cooperation, 2016). On the other hand, the 

country’s economic growth was 1.4 percent in 2017 and later rose to 2.8 percent (2018), 2.9 

percent (2019), and 3.2 percent in 2020 according to the World Bank (2021). ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
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Agriculture is a key contributor to Somalia’s economy i'n a num'ber of wa'ys. Foremost, the va 'lue 

of agricultural output in terms of GDP was measured at 64.5 percent on average between 1960 

and 1990, and later 60 percent in 2017 (World Bank, 2018). Secondly, agriculture is a major 

source of export income. For example, agricultural exports accounte 'd fo'r abou't 93 per'cent o'f 

total exports in 2017, a factor that World Bank (2018) attributes to strong livestock exports. 

Thirdly, based on a report by ILO (2014), 45.8% of workers aged 15 and above are employed in 

the agricultural sector. Out of this group, 25.2 percent of workers are engaged in crop 

production, 9.4 per'cent take part in her'ding, 4.0 per'cent in herding, while the remaining 7.2 

percent work in other activities related to agricultural sector. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Figure 1.1 shows the Agricultural share in total GDP in Somalia 1989-2020. It is evident that 

agricultural is backbone of economy in Somalia. The above figure shows that the increase in the 

share of agricultural output has been about 0.63. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Figure 1. 1: Agricultural share in total GDP in Somalia. 
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Agriculture and livestock ministries have existed since the colonial era, with specialized policies, 

administrative tasks, and resources. Following the fall of the state, the national Ministry of 

Agriculture and Livestock had well-developed administrative structures that were backed up by 

management and specialized technical skills (Hussein & Shirdon, 2020). The collapse of the 

central state, like that of other public institutions, obliterated the ministry's capability, as well as 

its assets and infrastructure (World Bank, 2018). For the federal and state ministries of 

agriculture and livestock, there is still a lack of integrated decision-making and policy-making, 

as well as unified functions, mandates, and objectives. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Somalia has for long had fragile government and so though there are policies geared toward 

agricultural production; however, the polices are not robust and have not been implemented to 

the latter (World Bank, 2018). The Ministry of Agriculture in Somalia has major capacity limits 

due to decades of political, soc 'ial, and econo'mic issues. As a result of the collapse of national 

govern'ment structures as a result of conflict, many institutions' capacity to carry out their 

missions was devastated, and as a result, Somalia performs badly on human and social metrics. 

The capacity to design strategy, policies, and regulatory instruments is crucial for building a 

conducive environment that supports investment possibilities and competitiveness in the 

productive sectors. This also allows numerous players and institutions to efficiently carry out 

their tasks. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

In 2014, the Somali Agriculture Technical Group (SATG), in collaboration with Agriculture 

Ministry, evaluated all regulations and legislations introduced prior to the civil war, including 

phytosanitary requirements (Hussein, Law & Fraser, 2021). National and internal specialists 

were also involved in the process and tasked with analyzing previous policies and developing 

new regulations consistent with policies applicable throughout the East African region. Different 
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players in the agriculture sector were also involved in the process. Among the policies 

established as a result of this analysis include the Seed and Plant Variety Act, the Plant 

Protection Act, and other subsidiary laws, alongside guidelines for conducting phytosanitary 

inspection processes. However, these rules and regulations are yet to be implemented and are 

still on paper. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Econo'mic grow'th is an important goal for Somali’s economy for poverty reduction. The 

economic growth target for the 2021 to 2024 period is 3.5% (Minis 'try of Plan'ning, Invest'ment 

and Econo'mic Develop'ment, 2020). However, So'malia faced several shocks in 2019 and 2020 

such as COVID-19 pandemic, floods, and drought as reported by the African Delopment bank 

(2021), Due to the COVID-19 measures such as implementation of travel restrictions and 

interruptions in supply and value chain systems, Somalia’s real GDP decreased by 1.5 percent in 

2020, in comparison to 2.9 percent in 2019 (African Development Bank, 2021). ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

The Somalia National Development Plan put the develop'ment o'f th'e agricul'tural sec'tor at the 

heart of efforts to accelerate econo'mic growth in Somalia. The emphasis on agriculture to drive 

economic growth implicitly assumes agriculture leads economic growth. However, the 

relationship between the two variables maybe more complex. The causal relationship may be 

from economic growth to agricultural output or there may be bidirectional causal link between 

agriculture and economic growth, or there may be no causal relationship. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

1.3 Research question 

Is there a causal link between levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product in 

Somalia, and, if so, what is the direction of causality? 
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1.4 Objectives of the study 

1.4.1 General objective 

To exam'ine the lin'k bet'ween levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product in 

Somalia. 

1.4.2 Specific objectives 

a)  To test for causal link between agricultural output and gross domestic product in Somalia 

b) To d'raw imp'lications f'rom the results 

1.5 Justification of the study 

Agricul'ture is a vi'tal of the Somali econo 'my and it is also a major source of the Somali 

economy. More proportion of Somali GDP emerges from the agricultural sector this shows the 

significant relationship between agriculture and the Somali economy. Income distribution, 

export, reduction in unemployment, and an increase in government revenue all of these factors 

have been affected by agricultural production. 

The improvement of the agricultural sector in Somalia can lead to poverty reduction, an increase 

of employment, an increase of the manufacturing market, better living standard level and 

capability of going to school since this is the main sector for economic growth and government 

revenue. Human capital is expected go up after adjustment and enhancement the sector of the 

agriculture. The developments the sector of the agricultural can relief nation’s problems such as 

immigration of youth, allocation of resources, and conflicts in society. The agricultural sector 

can attract foreign direct investment. 

The Somali people those live in rural areas are more than 50% and gain their income from the 

agricultural sector. Public institutions s stress the advancement of the agricultural sector to 
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achieve improvement in the standard of living, reduction of inequalities, and sustainable 

development. But the Somalia government neglects the importance of agricultural production 

that would have strong and sustainable development. Drought, floods, famines, and miseries are 

the most obstacles that have been facing and defect the agricultural production. These remorse 

factors give birth to a weak national economy and a continuous fiscal deficit. To depict the most 

troubles in the agricultural sector can prompt a real solution to the economic problems.  

The study also informs policy implications as it will help policy makers in coming up with 

appropriate policies to promote agriculture in Somalia. The established link between levels of 

agricultural output and gross domestic product in Somalia would a long a way in helping 

government in allocation of more funds for agricultural input subsidies as well as for agricultural 

research to promote come up with advanced methods of agricultural production. 

The study contributes to knowledge body on link between levels of agricultural output and gross 

domestic product in Somalia. Hence, this study will be beneficial to scholars and researchers as a 

reference material for undertaking future studies on link between levels of agricultural output 

and gross domestic product in Somalia and other countries. 

1.6 Organization of the study 

The rest of the project is arra 'nged as follows: Chap 'ter t'wo p'resents the theoretical review 

underpinning the study and a review of the empirical literature. Chapter three outlines the 

theoretical model, empirical model, data source, operationalization of variables and diagnostic 

tests. Chapter Four gives the anal'ysis and the resu'lts of t'he stu'dy. Fina'lly, Cha'pter fi've covers 

the sum'mary of findi'ngs, deduced the conclusions along with policy suggestions and 

recommendations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This cha 'pter contains re'view of theory and emp'irical literature on agricultural output and 

economic grow'th. A summary of the literature review con'cludes the chap 'ter. 

2.2 Theoretical Literature 

There are three arguments for a causa 'l link betwe 'en agricul'tural output and econo'mic grow'th. 

The first one the agricul'tural output leads economic growth. Johnston, and Mellor(1961) pointed 

out that agriculture is linked to growth and development in five different ways including the 

provision of labor to industrial companies, provision of food for subsistence use, a market for 

industrial products, provision of local savings for industrial development, and facilitation of 

foreign exchange form exported agricultural products that is important in financing the 

impor'tation of ca 'pital and immediate go'ods. 

Secondly economic growth can lead agricultural output: According to Todaro (2009) the 

expansion of agriculture is the result of economic growth as an improvement of the various 

systems without a change in structure. Further, Todaro noted that institutions expand as the result 

of economic growth and facilitate agricultural sector to expand output. Solow (1957) suggested 

that economic growth is more output with unchanged technical and institutional systems. This 

implies that Solow relates the way of Todaro, since the expansion of various systems is expected 

to cause more output including agricultural products (Osabohien, Osabuohien & Urhie, 2018). 
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To Solow, the structure may change but the technical and institutional arrangement remains the 

same (Acs, Estrin, Mickiewicz, & Szerb, 2018).   

Thirdly, agriculture may lead economic growth and economic growth drives agricultural growth 

(Tiffin and Irz, 2006). Food surplus, labor, agricultural products, capital, and foreign currency 

exchange are the ways those the agriculture leads the economic growth (Praburaj, Design & 

Nadu, 2018). As well as, investment and the development of sector of the industry are some 

ways that economic growth can promote the sector of the agriculture. 

2.3 Empirical Literature 

As indicated in the theoretical literature review, there are three augments possible relationships 

be'tween agricul'ture and econo'mic grow'th: agricul'ture-led growth, econo 'mic grow'th-led 

agricultural expansion, or feedback relationship.  

2.3.1 Agriculture-Led Economic Growth 

Various studies have established that agriculture have led to growth in economic growth. For 

instance, Awan and Alam (2015) examined how agricultural production related with Pakistan’s 

economic growth in the years between 1972 and 2012. The researchers utilized the 

autoregressive distributed lags (ARDL) technique to determine the association be 'tween 

economic growth and agriculture. The results indicate that increase in agriculture value added 

significantly increased GDP per capita. Pakistan is an agricultural country, so agricultural 

productivity growth is vital the economic development in Pakistan. Increased in agricultural 

productivity not only fulfills domestic needs but it also creates surplus goods for exports and 

earn hard needed foreign exchange. The advancement in agriculture sector and the better use of 

land resources are essential for reducing food scarcity and poverty. 
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Bakari and El Weriemmi (2022) assessed the impa'ct of agricul'tural investment on econo 'mic 

grow'th in France. The ARDL model was utilised to provide an estimate based on the annual data 

that was collected between the years 1978 and 2020. The empirical findings suggest that bo 'th in 

the lo'ng te 'rm and in the sho 'rt ru'n, investments in agricultural sector contribute positively to the 

country's overall economic expansion in France. These findings provide support for the 

proposition that financial investments in the agricul'tural sec 'tor are a significant determinat in the 

expansion of the economy in France and stimulate the necessity to create effective regulations 

that will further bolster the sector. France possesses substantial agricultural assets, which ought 

to enable it to make the most of the chances that are open to it, both on the domestic market and 

on global markets. 

Constanza, Pereira and Silva (2022) did an anal'ysis o'f t'he impa 'ct of agriculture on grow'th of 

Brazilian economy. The study was based on literature. The study conc'lusions a'nd 

recommenda 'tions were extracted f'rom the results of previous researches. According to the 

findings of the study, agricul'ture contributed favourably to the expansion of the Brazilian 

econo'my. Farming is the primary economic activity, particularly for countries that are still in the 

development stage. It has an important role in the generation of income as well as jobs and 

production of food. Brazil is the leading producer of a number of commodities, including coffee, 

cattle, ethanol, and soybeans. In the past 20 years, Brazil's agricultural value addition has 

increased, which can be attributed to the country's rising crop yields and animal populations. The 

agricultural production of Brazil, as well as the profession of farming, still has unrealized 

potential. The study concluded that agricultural pursuits are very important to the expansion of 

the economy. Agriculture development is among the most effective tools available to eradicate 

extreme poverty, increase shared prosperity, and provide food for the world's population. When 
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compared to growth in other industries, agriculture sector expansion is two to four times more 

successful in increasing incomes of the world's poorest people. 

Pattanayak and Mallick (2017) assessed the agricul'tural prod'uction and econo 'mic grow'th in 

India based on an econo'metric analy'sis. The general study objec'tive was to assess how 

agricul'tural prod'uction led to the Indian econo'mic grow'th between 1991 and 2012. The logistic 

model was used and conducted usi'ng E-vie'ws-7. It has been discovered that the prod 'uction of 

te'a, ce 'reals, and toba 'cco are positively contributing to the expansion of the GDP in India. On the 

other hand, the production of coffee and sugarcane appears to have a negative association with 

the expansion of the economy, albeit one that is not non - significant. Consequently, decreases in 

agricultural output have been matched by falls in the growth of the GDP. In order to motivate 

farmers to raise their yields, it is necessary to provide them with suitable training, as well as 

adequate facilities for storage. 

Mohammed, Damba and Amikuzuno (2020) examined the agricul'tural out'put and econo'mic 

grow 'th ne'xus in Gh'ana. The study was obtained f'rom Internatio'nal Mone'tary F'und’s 

Inter'national Fina 'ncial Sta'tistics (IFS), the Wor 'ld Ba'nk’s Wor'ld Develop'ment Indi'cators and 

the Gha'na Statistical Service. The approximated outcomes f'rom the Joh'ansen Maxim'um 

Like'lihood co-integ'ration and the Vec 'tor Err'or Corre'ction Model (VECM) backs the 

deductions of a long-run association amongst agricultural ou'tput and grow'th of Ghanian 

economy. This relationship is supported by the fact that agricultural output is positively 

correlated with econo ''mic grow'th. In particular, the re 'sults of the co-integrat'ion te'st indicate that 

agricul'tural out'put and economic growth are, over the course of time, determined to be moving 

in tandem with one another. The Gran'ger caus 'ality te'st revealed that the 're is a one-way ca'usal 
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linkage going from agricul'tural val'ue-ad'ded to econo'mic grow'th, but that there is no cau 'sal 

relationship in the opposite direction, from general economic growth to agriculture. 

Karimou (2018) conducted a stu'dy o'n th'e im'pact of agricul'tural outp'ut on growth of economy 

growth in Benin. The ti'me ser'ies da'ta used was between 1961 and 2014. The analysis of the data 

was done using Vec'tor Erro'r Correction Mo'del (VECM). The study findings revea 'led th'at th'ere 

exist long-run  association amongst agricultural output and GDP growth. The err'or corr'ection 

model shows that 2 '1.6% of the divergence be'tween lo'ng-run and short-run GD'P is adjusted 

with'in a yea'r. The proportion of agricultural output to disruptions in GDP is approximately 6% 

during the first ten years of the era, while it is less than 2% for the first three years of the period.  

Runganga and Mhaka (2021) studied how agricultural productivity influences Zimbabwe’s 

economic growth using data from 1970-2018. The study utilised auto'regressive Dis 'tributed L'ag 

(AR'DL) method of estim'ation for da'ta between 19'70 and 201'8. The study established that 

economic growth is affected favorably by inflatio 'n, govern'ment spend'ing, and gro'ss fi'xed 

cap'ital creation bo 'th in the short-run and in the long-run. The research established that 

agricultural output positively impacted the growth of the economy in the short-run but in the 

long-run, there was no impact on the growth of the economy. Hence, the sector of agricul'ture 

play a crucial ro'le in develop'ment of the economy but when the economy is already developed, 

agriculture plays a negligible role.  

Mubita (2019) utilized ti'me s 'eries data ran'ging from 19'81 and 20'16 for assessing how 

agricul'tural production is linked to Namibian growth of economy. The ana'lysis of t'he da'ta w'as 

conducted utilizing Auto'regressive Distri'buted L'ag (AR'DL) mo'del. The properties of time 

series da'ta were ana'lyzed through Aug'mented Dic'key Full'er and Phili'p Per'on uni't roo't tes 'ts. 

The lon'g-run association was examined by use of b'ound te'st to co-integration. So as to examine 
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the na 'ture o'f the cau'sal association the To'da-Yama'moto Granger cau'sality te 'st wa's conducted. 

The Tod'a- Yamam'oto Gran'ger cau'sality te 'st findings sho'wed existence of a uni-direc'tional 

causa 'lity from agricultural productivity to growth of economy. The study established no causal 

association from growth of economy to agricultural output. The study found that the 1 percent 

change in agriculture value added led to growth of economy by 0.975 percent. The s 'tudy 

reco'mmended that secto 'ral lin'kages be reinforced, and the govern'ment must focus on policy 

initiatives that would enhance the per 'formance of the agricul'tural sec 'tor. These policies could 

include investing in the sector, which would lead to an increase in produc 'tivity and trying to 

address other limitations that affe 'ct the sec 'tor. 

In addition, Odero (2017) did an analysis of the cau'sal re 'lationship be 'tween agricul'tural value 

additi'on and Namibian growth of economy. The study was founded on yearly data be'tween 1980 

and 2015, utilizing the techni'ques of un'it roo't, co'integration and pair'wise Gran'ger cau'sality. The 

results of the Gran'ger cau'sality te'st revealed a uni-directional causal association from 

agricul'tural va 'lue adde 'd to grow'th of economy and not vice versa. The study recommended that 

Namibia should continue advocating for values addition to enhance economic growth. 

Oyakhilom'en and Zi'bah (2014) examined the link between agricu'ltural productivity and 

Nigerian economic growth in Nigeria. Ti'me ser'ies d'ata w'ere used in the study and the data 

analy'sis was done utilising un'it ro'ot te'sts and the b'ounds (A'RDL) testi'ng appr'oach to 

cointegrati'on. The study established that agricultural production significantly affected the growth 

of Nigerian economy. Despite the expansion of the economy of Nigeria, levels of poverty are on 

the rise; as a result, the country has to transition away from an economy that is dominated by the 

oil industry and toward one that is more diverse, with agriculture serving as the primary industry. 
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In conclusion, the study established that the 're is a posi'tive relation'ship bet'ween the agricultural 

productivity and growth of Nigerian economy bo'th in the long and short-run. 

Matthew and Mordecai (2016) looked at the impac 't of agricul'tural out'put on econo'mic 

develop'ment in Ni'geria (1986-2014). The st'udy used the Aug'mented Di'ckey-Fu'ller Un'it R'oot 

tes 't a'nd the Vecto'r Auto'regressive mo'del. The mu'ltivariate VA'R mo'del results showed that 

majority of variables’ lags are not substantial. The study established that agric 'ulture play a 

crucial role in development of Nigerian economy. The findings of the varia 'nce deco'mposition 

study, the largest contribution to shocks in economic development, other than those caused by 

feedback shocks, was obtained from shocks to the agricult 'ural se 'ctor. 

Sertoglu, Ugural and Bekun (2017) looked at the contri'bution of agric 'ultural se 'ctor on econo'mic 

grow'th of Nig'eria. This stu'dy empir'ically examined the agricultural sector impact on the 

Nigerian grow'th of economy by use of ti'me ser'ies da'ta between 19'81 and 20'13. The stu'dy 

established that re'al gro'ss dome 'stic pro'duct and agricul'tural out'put a long run equi'librium 

association. The results obtained from Vec 'tor er'ror corr'ection mod'el revealed that the adjusted 

sp'eed of the var'iables towa 'rds their long run equili'brium pat'h wa's low, though agricul'tural 

output positively impacted the grow'th of the econo 'my. The study recommended that the 

govern'ment and poli'cy ma 'kers need to start diversifying as well as enhancing the allocation of 

funds for sector of agriculture. 

Moreover, Oyetade (2021) assessed the impact of agricul 'tural output on grow'th of Nige 'rian 

economy through application of numerical prediction and econometric analysis. For predicting 

the dataset between 2020 and 2025, the block method which is a numerical method was 

developed for every variable utilising the logistic growth model. This is an indication that yearly 

data between 1981 and 2025 was used. The ARDL bound test approach was used for examining 
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the relationship between country’s agricultural output and growth of the economy. The study 

found that there exists long-run and short-run association between the variables. The pairwise 

granger causality tests showed that there is one-way causality moving from agriculture to growth 

in the economy. This is an indication that agricultural output results into growth in the economy 

but growth in the economy does not result into agricultural output. The findings approves the 

positive relationship amongst the agricultural output and growth in the economy and this is 

beneficial for improving the country’s economic outlook. 

Pfunzo (2017) looked at the agricu'lture's contrib'ution to econo'mic gro'wth and develo 'pment in 

rural Lim'popo Province, South Africa. The study utilised the Lim'popo So'cial Acc 'ounting 

Ma'trix (SAM) for 20'06 develo'ped by Conning'arth Econo'mists as a data 'base for developing a 

multi'plier mo'del. Since the Lim'popo SA'M was unbala 'nced, mani'pulation of data was conducted 

through application of manual balanci'ng to the data exist'ing in Ex'cel. The findings fr'om the 

SA'M multip'lier ana'lysis showed that R1 m'illion directed to the se'ctor of agriculture results into 

a significant cha'nge in out'put (R1.67 million) an'd va'lue-addition (R764 000). The sub-sectors of 

agriculture that have contributed to greater amount of output include sub-tropical fruits and 

forestry. The study concluded that in spite of more people from the villages practicing 

agriculture as a livelihood source, the sector of agriculture actually contributes less to growth of 

the econo'mic grow'th than non-agricul'tural sec 'tors in Lim'popo. 

Mohammed and Osman (2021) exam'ined the im'pact of agricul'tural projects on econo'mic 

grow'th in Egypt. The study was based on literature where deductions were made from the 

previous studies. The study established that agricultural output is a key contributor to economic 

growth of Egypt. The outputs of agriculture provide the industries with the raw resources that 

they need. In addition to that, research has shown that the industry provides jobs for more than 
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57 percent of the country's overall population. It has been determined that agricul'ture is crucial 

to the econo'my as it directly contributes 37% of the Gro'ss Do'mestic Pro'duct (G'DP) and 

indirectly contributes ano'ther 41% of the G'DP thr'ough links with o 'ther sec'tors. In addition to 

this, it has been shown that agricul'ture is a mar 'ket for indus 'trial commodities like the machi'nery, 

equip'ment, and ferti'lizers that are utilized in the pro 'cess of farming. The stu'dy recommended 

that government must take measures to make sure that the're is a reliable sup''ply of water for 

irrigation drawn fro 'm the Nile Ri'ver. 

Mohamed (2010) assessed the role of agriculture in economy of Sudan. The study established the 

only feasible economic sector is agriculture, with declination of industry as a result of over 

taxations, expensive prices of inputs, deflation of the currency of Sudan and augments the levels 

of exchange rates for foreign currency. The poor performance of Sudan's agriculture sector is the 

primary factor that contributes to the country's precarious food supply situation. It is important 

for planners and policymakers to take into account the fact that approximately one-third of 

Sudanese work in agriculture. As a result, the best way to alleviate the food shortage in rural 

areas and throughout the country as a whole is to create the agriculture industry, especially the 

traditional sector, which is responsible for the production of more than sixty percent of cereals. 

The interventions of the government might come in the form of packages, such as extension and 

research programs in agriculture and livestock, organizational and managerial changes, checking 

account reforms, marketplace accessibility reforms, and government investment reforms. 

Tigist (2015) examined the imp'act of agricu'ltural expo'rts on econ'omic gro'wth in Ethiop 'ia based 

on output of coffee, oil seed and pulses. The ana 'lysis was do'ne using co-integ'ration mo'del, Er'ror 

correcti'on mod'el and Grange 'r causalit'y mode 'l. The outcomes of the study indicated that exports 

of coffee and oilseeds had a positive and substantial association with the expansion of the 
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economy. In contrast, research indicated that exporting pulses has a negative and insignificant 

influence on econo 'mic grow'th in the short term, but that it has a positive but in 'significant eff'ect 

in the lon'g run. Additionally, the study established that there exist a bi-directional association 

amongst the coffee exports, oilseed exp'orts and grow'th of econo'my while uni-direc'tional 

relationship was established amongst the pulse’s exports and growth of economy.  

Kerubo (2021) conducted a study on agricultural output and econo 'mic grow'th in Ke'nya. Th'e 

study looked at the causal'ity bet'ween growth in economy and agricultural output in Kenya 

between 1971 and 2019. The ARDL model was employed in this study for estimating the short-

run and long-run association amongst the agricultural output and real GDP. From the study 

findings, it was clear that agricul'tural out'put ha's no causal and non-signi'ficant influence on 

growth of economy. The study concluded that agricultural output does not substantially affect the 

grow'th of the econo'my for Kenya. 

Mtaturu (2020) assessed the agricultural production and growth of Tanzanian economy. The 

study provided empirical evidence from tim'e serie 's data be'tween 1971 and 2013. The s 'tudy 

employed the Or'dinary Lea 'st Squa're (O'LS) and Ne 'wey-We'st es 'timators for analyzing the 

contribut'ive impact of cro'p, livest'ock and fishe 'ry sub sec 'tors to gro'wth of Tanzanian economy. 

The study established that agricultural sub sectors positively affect the growth of Tanzanian 

economy. It was revealed that among the agri'cultural sub-se'ctors, livestock production exhibited 

greater impact on growth of the economy follow 'ed by cr'op sub-sector and then fish'ery sub 

sector. The po'licy perspective suggests that additional reso 'urces must be redistributed in the 

lives 'tock sub-sector so s to increase the overall efficiency of agricul'tural produ'ction as among 

the keys to getting Tanzanians out of poverty and onto the path to economic progress. 
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Yusuf (2018) examined the agricul'tural produ'ction and econo 'mic gro'wth in So'malia fr'om 1986 

to 2016. The hypothesis of the study were: that there is no ca'sualty be ''tween agricu'l'tural 

produ''ction and grow''th of economy and tha 't the''re was no substantial eff'ect of agricul'tural 

produ'ction on grow'th of Somalian economy. The stu'dy used the multi'ple lin'ear reg'ression 

anal'ysis to deter'mine the association amongst the GDP and the inde 'pendent varia 'bles. The 

Granger causality test revealed that the production of agricultural goods in Somalia did not 

granger induce an increase in the country's GDP. The regression model established that 

agricultural production (β1=0.5058) substantially affects the growth of economy at 5 per'cent 

lev'el of sig'nificance level. In conclusion, it was clear that the 're is no cau'sality bet'ween grow'th 

of economy and agricul'tural produ'ction. This is an indication that production in agriculture 

substantially and positively affects the growth in the economy. 

2.3.2 Economic Growth-Led Agricultural Expansion 

Various studies have established that economic growth led to agriculture expansion. Bashir and 

Susetyo (2018) examined the relation'ship be'tween econo'mic grow'th and agricul'ture sec 'tor 

based on empir'ical evid'ence from Indon'esia. The study used time series data between 1985 and 

2017 extracted from worl'd develop'ment indica 'tors from the Wor'ld Ba'nk data'base. The study 

established that the're is long-run and short-run causality in the direction of growth of economy 

and huma'n ca 'pital for agricul'ture added value. The study also established that agriculture added 

value and foreign direct investment positi'vely and signific 'antly affe 'cts the grow'th of the 

econo'my. 

Dabiri, Khoshnevis Yazdi & Zandi (2013) examined the agriculture productivity impacts on the 

Iran economic Growth. The data was utilised as yearly tim'e serie 's of da 'ta for the pe 'riod of 

Per'sian date 1350 till Persian date 1387. And variable of agricul'ture producti'vity is calculated by 
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use of Kend'rick in'dex and the 'n effect of agricul'ture produ'ctivity to gro'wth of economy is 

projected by ARDL and ECM mod'el that the test findings show the signs of projected 

coefficients for every variable match with vision'ary as 'ters and the varia 'ble of cap'ital, 

agricultural production, labor positively and significantly influenced the growth of economy. 

And Granger causality tests revealed that the're is a uni-directio'nal link from agricultural 

production to grow'th of economy. 

Uddin (2015) looked at the causal association amongst the agricu'lture, industr'y and servic 'es 

secto'r for grow'th of GDP in Bangla'desh. Augment'ed Dick'ey-Fuller (A'DF) and Phill'ips-Per'ron 

(PP) un'it ro'ot tes 'ts showed that the ti'me series da 'ta was stationary at first diffe 'rence. Granger 

causality test found bi-directional causality between agriculture and GDP. This implies that 

growth of economy has a substantial effect on expansion of agriculture. Growth in economy 

guarantees availability of subsidies for farmers, higher process of agricultural products, 

affordable cost of transport and market for agricultural products. 

Lanie and Bataka (2018) assessed the agricul'tural out'put and econo 'mic grow'th in Togo. The 

study perfo'rmed Gran'ger cau'sality tests and estim'ate error corre 'ction mo'dels. The findings 

showed that there existed a uni-directional causal relationship from the agri'cultural output to 

grow'th of economy and consump'tion in households. The estimation resu'lts of er'ror corr'ection 

mode'ls established that devia 'tions from the long-run equil'ibrium in the association amongst 

agricul'tural ex'ports and grow'th of economy are reabsorbed at the rate of 44.9% annually while 

non-conformities f'rom the long-run equili'brium in the association amongst the agri'cultural 

expo'rts and consum'ption of households are reabsorbed at the ra 'te of 28.4% annually. 
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2.3.3 Feedback Relationship between Agriculture and Economic Growth 

The feedback hypothesis suggests aagriculture leads economic growth and vice versa. 

Katircioglu (2006) found a long term association linking econo'mic grow 'th and agricul'ture in 

North Cyprus over the 1975-2002 period. The yearly data covered between 1975 and 2002 

period was utilised to establish the dir'ection of caus 'ality in Grange 'r sense amongst the 

agricultur'al expansion and grow'th of economy after using unit ro'ot te'sts to ascertain if the 

vari'ables un'der deliberation are statio'nary. The research found that agricultural output and 

growth of economy assessed through use of real GDP grow'th are station'ary at their lev'els, 

hence, they are certainly co‐joined. Furthermore, the relationship was bidirectional. 

Xuezhen, Shilei and Feng (2010) examined the relation'ship be'tween econo'mic grow'th and 

agricultu'ral grow 'th in the case of Ch'ina. The study performed econo'metric mo'del ana'lysis in the 

case of Ch'ina for the ye 'ar 19'52-200'7 sho'wing th'at th'ere h'as al'ways b'een an posit'ive 

relationship betwee'n agricultur'al and growth in economy economic growth and describes how 

agricul'ture makes a contri'bution to growth of economy. The study concluded: (1) Despite the 

fact that the proportion of GDP contributed by agriculture has shrunk significant'ly ov'er tim'e, the 

contribut'ion of agricul'tural grow'th has been on an up 'ward trajectory ever since the pri'ce in'dex 

was removed. Agriculture has also made substantial contributions to the expansion of non-

agricultural sectors in the areas of ma 'rket, fo'reign ex'change, fac 'tor (fin'ance and lab'our), and 

out'put grow'th, and it continues to be an irreplace 'able engine of econo 'mic expansion; (2) the 

agricultural sector do'es not necessa 'rily need to have a hig'her GD'P grow'th ra 'te in order for the 

economy to grow strongly. The Chinese government ought to enter the stage of indus 'try 

nurtu'ring agricul'ture, and they have the ability to do so. Increasing agricultural contributions 

must conti'nue to promote the transference of ru'ral lab'our, boost the consumption level of rural 
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dwellers, promote export, and improve farmers' income so as to facilitate the quick and orderly 

growth of the national economy. 

Apostolidou, Kontogeorgos, Michailidis and Loizou (2014) looked at the role of agriculture in 

economic growth based on a comparison of mediterranean and northern views in Europe. So as 

to establish shor 't ru'n and long run linkages, recen't metho'ds of lin'ear co-integratio'n were 

adopted whereas the role of agricu'ltural valu'e added in econom'ic grow 'th is as well assessed 

using Granger causality tests. The study showed a bi-direct'ional association amongst agricul'tural 

value ad'ded and growth of economy in the North'ern European Union nations and only in one 

Mediterranean country. From a policy view point, this association is of essential significance as 

it could promote efficient economic decisions. 

Faridi (2012) assessed the contri'bution of agricul'tural output to econo'mic grow'th in Pakistan. 

The study projected the association amongst the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and agricultural 

output for Pa'kistan by adopting Jo'hansen co-integra'tion techni'que between 1972 and 2008. The 

study results showed that the agricultural output negatively and significantly affected growth of 

economy whereas agricultural output elasticity is 0.58. Additionally, th study established that 

there existed bidirectional relationship amongst agricultural output and economic growth. 

Jatuporn, et al. (2011) consider the case of Thailand with data for 1961-2009 and Granger 

causality approach.  A Grang'er causa 'lity appr'oach and the Wa 'ld (χ 2) co'efficient stati'stic are 

used for revealing a long-run cau'sal association. The time series analyses point to the existence 

of a long-term relationship as well as a sizeable impact that runs from agricultural to growth of 

economy and vice versa. These research results, along with the general 'ized conditional vari'ance, 

indicate that agricul'ture has ex'isted in a long-term sta'ble in growth in the economy, while 

econo'mic develop'ment motivates the grow'th of agricul'ture as a whole and this is supported by 
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the fact that agriculture is a major contributor to econo 'mic grow'th. In conclusion, the resu'lts 

obtai'ned f'rom a bivariate VAR model show a bidirectional link between agriculture and 

economic growth.  

Ibrahimy, et al. (2021) used data for the 1980-2017 period to examine agriculture and Morocco’s 

GDP. The vector autoregressive model (VAR) based Granger causality test was utilized. The 

general study objective was to econometrically assess the causality relationship amongst 

agricu'lture an'd GD'P in Moro'cco, particularly because the se 'ctor has promoted f'rom ne'w 

strate'gies of development. Utilising Moro'ccan tim'e serie 's between 1980 and 2017, the study 

adopted the Gran'ger cau'sality founded on the ve'ctor auto'regressive m'odel (VAR) in a dyn'amic 

multi'variate frame'work, utilising fi've macro'economic varia 'bles:  GD'P per capita, agricultural 

GDP, rate of investment, mone’y suppl’y, and openn’ess of trade. The study established that there 

existed a bi-directional Grang’er causal’ity amongst agriculture and GDP, inferring a feedback 

association, and some uni-directional causal association in’volving th’e oth’er macro’economic 

varia’bles utilised in the VA’R mod’el. In conclusion, the results show bidirectional causality 

between agriculture and aggregate GDP growth.  

Ouma, Kimani and Manyasa (2016) examined the agricultural output and economic growth in 

Eas’t Africa’n Communit’y. Severa’l bi-variat’e Vect’or Au’to-Regressi’ve (VAR) and V’ector Err’or 

Corr’ection Mod’els (VEC’M) were as well estim’ated. The empirical results revealed mixed 

results for the various EAC member countries. The Granger causality tests showed that 

agricultural output does not granger cause growth of economy neither do growth of economy 

granger cause agricultural output for both Tanzania and Burundi. The study also established that 

there exist bi-directional association amongst agricultural output and growth of economy in 

Kenya and uni-directional association in Rwanda. 
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Where the feedback hypothesis is supported by evidence, the economy can experience 

significant growth when the policies in agricultural sector are changed. Furthermore, enhancing 

and accelerating growth would benefit the agricultural sector.  

 

2.4 Overview of the literature  

The theoretical literature provides three points of view on the fundamental relation’ship be’tween 

the agricul’tural output and econo’mic grow’th. Therefore, this research revealed the link between 

agriculture and economy with focus on Somalia. Certain studies have shown that agricultural 

output influences economic growth and economic growth influences the agricultural output 

while others (for example, Ibrahimy, et al., 2021 and Katircioglu, 2006) reveal a that agricultural 

output and economic growth have bidirectional relationship. This study added empirical 

evidence by examining the agricultural output and economic growth nexus in Somali. This 

indicated which of the three hypotheses about the two variables holds in Somalia. Either 

economic growth leads agricultural output, or agricultural output leads economic growth, or 

there is bi-directional association between agricultural output and economic growth. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter defines the concept of causality, describes the modeling approach, variable 

description, data sources and types, variable definition and measurements, and pre-estimation 

analysis. 

3.2 Granger Causality 

Consider two variables X and Y. The basic question is: Does X Granger-cause Y? First, 

construct autoregressive (AR) model, that is, predict Y using only its own lagged values. these 

represent the history of Y. Secondly, extend the AR model by adding lagged values of X, that is, 

past history of X. If adding lagged values of X significantly improves the predictive power of the 

AR model, the conclusion is X Granger-causes Y (Gujarati & Porter, 2009).  

3.2.1 Testing for Granger Causality 

The following two equations are used to test for causality between agriculture and GDP.  

lnGDPt = ɑ +  ilnGDPt-I + jlnAGRt-j +μt          (2) 

lnAGR = ɓ +  ilnAGRt-I +  jlnGDPt-j + νt          (3) 

Where, GDP represents actual GDP; μ and ν are uncorrelated white-noise residuals; AGR 

represents agricultural production, ln denotes natural logarithms; and p, q, r, and s are lag 

lengths. 
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In equation (2) the Null Hypothesis: β1 = β2………= βq = 0, that is, agriculture does not granger 

cause GDP. In equation (3) the null Hypothesis: δ1 = δ2……..= δS= 0 is GDP does not granger 

cause agriculture. 

3.3 Description and Measurement of Variables 

Table 3.1 shows the definition and measurement of variables in the study.  

Table 3. 1: Variable Definition and Measurement. 

Variable  Measurement 

GDP 

‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Value in monetary terms of the finished goods and services that are 

produced in Somalia over a specified time period. 

Agricultural output 

‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘  ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘  ‘  ‘  ‘ ‘ ‘‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Agricultural output is a crop and livestock output. It consists of crop 

enterprises output (crops’ value in the total which the farm produces 

some of the crops are used for consumption by household and as 

seed for production by farm business) 

 

3.4 Data Source 

Secondary data was used in this study, which spanned the years 1989 to 2020. The Economic 

and Social Research and Training Centre for Islamic Countries SESRIC is the source. 

3.5 Data analysis and diagnostic tests. 

Descriptive statistics (means, standard deviation, minimums, maximums, Skewness and 

Kurtosis) was used to describe the data. Inferential statistics entailed time series models to be 

estimated after undertaking tests to reveal the appropriate model to determining the effect of 

agricultural output on economic growth. A significance level of p of <0.05 was used. 
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3.5.1 Unit root test 

Before carrying out the granger causality test, nonstationary of time series is checked. 

Nonstationary data have time-varying mean and variance (Gujarati and Porter, 2009). The test 

was conducted using Augmented Dickey Fuller Test based on;  

∆ỿ = ɑ + γỿ + ɑ2t +Σβj∆ỿt-i-1 + εt             (1) 

Where, t, time (trend factor); y is the series; εt, random error term; p, the lag order and α, 

constant term (drift). Phillips and Perron (PP) test is an alternative to the ADF test. The PP test 

statistics are DF statistics robust to autocorrelation. 

3.5.2 Normality test 

The bulk of statistical procedures assume a normal distribution for the residuals, which is never 

the case (Ghasemi & Zahediasl, 2012). The normality assumption is critical because it allows 

appropriate statistical conclusions to be drawn from hypothesis tests. The Jarque-Bera test was 

used. The null hypothesis is the data is normally distributed.  

3.5.3 Serial correlation 

Serial correlation test checks if the error term transfers from one period to next. Errors can be 

correlated at first order (AR1) or second order (AR2). Breusch-Godfrey LM Test was employed 

to check for serial correlation in the error terms. If the p-value>0.05, data does not suffer from 

serial correlation, and if the p-value<0.05, data suffers from serial correlation. If serial 

correlation is detected in data the variables were then differenced.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Introduction  

This chapter covers the information processed from the extracted data meant to examine the link 

between levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product in Somalia between 1989 and 

2020. This chapter comprise of the following sub-section; descriptive statistic, trend analysis, 

diagnos`tic tests, infere`ntial stati`stics and discu`ssion of the findings. 

4.2 Descriptive Analysis  

The descri`ptive stati`stics inclu`ding mini`mum, maxi`mum, mean, stand`ard devia`tion, kurtosis 

and skewness presented in this section. The descriptive statistics presented are for levels of 

agricultural output and gross domestic product as shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4. 1: Descriptive Statistics 
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Log of Levels of agricultural output 32 20.02 20.61 20.30 0.1838173 0.9135 0.0097 

Log of Gross domestic product 32 20.57 21.19 20.88 0.1927053 0.9089 0.0420 

From the findings for levels of agricultural output, the mean was 20.30 and standard deviation 

was 0.1838173. This implies that agricultural output has been very high over the last 32 years 

between 1989 and 2020. Moreover, the minimum agricultural output was 20.02 and maximum 

agricultural output was 20.61. Further, the findings revealed that skewness statistic was 0.9135 

which implies that it is skewed to the right about its mean and that the levels of agricultural 
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output have been increasing over the years. Additionally, the findings showed that the kurtosis 

statistic was 0.0097. 

As per the findings for gross domestic product, the mean was 20.88 and standard deviation was 

0.1927053. This implies that gross domestic product has been growing over the last 32 years 

between 1989 and 2020. Additionally, the minimum gross domestic product was 20.57 and the 

maximum gross domestic product was 21.19. Moreover, the findings revealed that skewness 

statistic was 0.9089 which implies that it is skewed towards the maximum gross domestic 

product and that the GDP of Somalia have been increasing. Further, the findings showed that and 

kurtosis statistic was 0.0420. 

4.3 Trend Analysis 

The trend analysis was conducted to show the trend of various variables in this study between 

1989 and 2020. Findings are presented in various subsections. 

4.3.1 Trend of Levels of Agricultural Output 

The research established the trend for natural logarithm of the levels of agricultural output in 

Somalia between 1989 and 2020. The find`ings are shown in Figu`re 4.1.  
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Figure 4. 1: Levels of Agricultural Output 

From the findings, the natural logarithm of the levels of agricultural output decreased between 

1989 and 1997. This could be attributed to the collapse of the government of Somalia and 

unending conflicts. However, from 1997 to 2010, the for natural logarithm of the levels of 

agricultural output have been increasing. This could be attributed to support the agricultural 

sector have been receiving from transitional government of Somalia that has stabilized major 

parts of Somalia. 

4.3.2 Trend of Gross Domestic Product 

The research established the trend for natural logarithm of the gross domestic product in Somalia 

between 1989 and 2020. The find`ings are shown in Figu`re 4.2. 
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Figure 4. 2: Trend of Gross Domestic Product 

As per the findings, the natural logarithm of the gross domestic product increased between 1989 

and 1994. The decrease could be because of the collapse of the government of Somalia and 

unending conflicts. However, the natural logarithm of the gross domestic product increased 

between 1994 and 2020. This could be attributed to strategies laid down by the federal 

government of Somalia for enhancing the country’s economy. 

4.4 Diagnostic Tests Results 

The pre-estimation tests that were conducted in this included augmented dickey fuller unit root 

test and normality test. The findings are illustrated in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. 

4.4.1 Augmented Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test  

This test was based on the Dickey Fuller test and is an accepted approach for testing if the order 

variable suggested by Dickey & Fuller (1979) is integrated. The findings are illustrated in Table 

4.2. 
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Table 4. 2: Results for Augmented Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test 

Variables  ADF p-values Critical Values Conclusion 

 Lags   5% 10%  

Log of Levels of agricultural 

output 

4 -10.489 0.0000 -3.592 -3.235 I (1) 

Gross domestic product 4 -19.205 0.0000 -3.592 -3.235 I (1) 

** I(1) represents the variables that are stationary at 5 percent level of significance 

ADF test was applied to determine if Levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product 

had unit root or not. The results showed that p-values (0.0000) for the variables were less than 

0.05 and it was concluded that there was no unit root. And also ADF statistics test is less than the 

critical value at level of 0.05 and thus all the variables were stationary. 

4.4.2 Normality Test Results 

The normality assumption is critical because it allows appropriate statistical conclusions to be 

drawn from hypothesis tests. The Jarque – Bera test was used. The Jarque-Bera test statistic is 

always positive, and if it is not close to zero, it shows that the sample data do not have a normal 

distribution. The hypothesis is the data is normally distributed. The findings are shown in Table 

4.3. 

Table 4. 3: Results for Normality Test 

 Jarque – Bera Statistics P – value  

Log of Levels of agricultural output 2.035 0.3615 

Log of Gross domestic product 1.638 0.4408 

From the findings, the Jarque-Bera Statistics for levels of agricultural output (2.105) p – value 

(0.3615) and gross domestic product (1.666) p – value (0.4404) this implies that the study 
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accepted the hypothesis. Since, the p – values of the variables more than 0.050. This implies that 

the data for both de`pendent and the inde `pendent varia`bles is norma`lly di`stributed and as a result 

it helps to predict dependent variables. 

4.4.3 Serial correlation 

Serial correlation test checks if the error term transfers from one period to next. Bre`usch-

Godfrey LM Test was adopted to check for serial correlation in the error terms. If the p-

value>0.05, data does not suffer from serial correlation, and if the p-value<0.05, data suffers 

from serial correlation. The findings are shown in Table 4.4. 

Table 4. 4: Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Results 

 Lags Breusch-Godfrey LM test Statistics p-values 

Log Levels of agricultural output 4 20.251 0.0004 

Log Gross domestic product 4 23.411 0.0001 

  First Difference  

    

Levels of agricultural output 4 0.560 0.9674 

Gross domestic product 4 4.436 0.3502 

In the table 4.4 the results showed that p-values for the variables were less than 0.05 and it was 

concluded that there was a serial correlation. The variables were then differenced and tested for 

Breusch-Godfrey tests. As shown in table 4.4, the higher probability values for the Breusch-

Godfrey tests showed that the null hypothesis that data does not suffer from serial correlation 

could not be rejected. This implies that there was no serial correlation in the residual series from 

the regression. 
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4.5 Estimation Results  

The study estimated the models to establish the levels of agricultural output and gross domestic 

product in Somalia between 1989 and 2020. The study conducted ordinary least square 

4.5.1 Ordinary least square 

By using Ordinary least square approach, structures of the causal relationships are analyzed 

among variables. This is a statistical hypothesis test to determine if one time series is useful to 

predict another. The hypothesis at this level was rejected if the probability value is less than any 

level of α. Here, we used ordinary least square to test for causality between agricultural value 

added and Gross Domestic Product. The causality could be unidirectional or bidirectional. The 

findings are show in Table 4.5. 

Table 4. 5: Ordinary Least Square Test results 

Null Hypothesis: Log level of agricultural output doesn’t cause Log level of GDP. 

Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Prob 

Constant .691 .562 .578 

Log of levels of agricultural output .994 16.422 .000 

R-squared 0.900 

Adjusted R-squared 0.897 

F-statistic (1, 31) 269.697 (sig.=0.000) 

Null Hypothesis: Log level of GDP doesn’t cause Log level of agricultural output. 
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Prob 

Constant 1.407 1.22 0.231 

Log of levels of GDP .905 16.42 .000 

R-squared 0.900 

Adjusted R-squared 0.897 

F-statistic (1, 31) 269.697 (sig.=0.000) 

From the findings in Table 4.5, the adjusted R-Square value of 0.897 implies that 89.7 percent of 

the variations in gross domestic product in Somalia are explained by the levels of agriculture 

output vice versa. Specifically, the coefficient of log of levels of agricultural output (0.994) was 

positive and statistically significant. This means that levels of agricultural output significantly 

determine gross domestic product in Somalia in the long run. 
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4.5.1.1 Agriculture leads Economic Growth 

Based on OLS test results presented in Table 4.5, the null hypothesis that agriculture does not 

cause GDP could be rejected since the p-value of F-statistics was less than critical p-value at 5 

percent level of significance. This implies that natural logarithm of agricultural output granger 

causes natural logarithm of economic growth. This is an indication that agricultural output leads 

to significant growth in economy of Somalia. 

4.5.1.2 Economic Growth leads Agriculture 

Moreover, the null hypothesis that GDP does not cause agriculture was rejected at 5 percent level 

of significance since the p-value is less than 0.05. This implies that natural logarithm of 

economic growth granger causes natural logarithm of agricultural output. This is an indication 

that growth in economy leads to significant increase in agricultural output in Somalia. 

4.5.1.3 Feedback/Bidirectional Relationship  

The findings therefore support the bidirectional causality between agriculture and gross domestic 

product. That is, agriculture causes increase in gross domestic product and GDP cause increase 

in levels of agriculture output.  

4.6 Discussion of Findings 

The study found that that levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product has been 

increasing over the last 32 years between 1989 and 2020. This could be attributed to efforts by 

the transitional federal government (TFG) (2004-2012) and federal government (2012 to date) to 

revolutionize the economy of the country by investing in major sectors like Agriculture. The 

findings concur with Mtaturu (2020) who assessed the agricultural production and economic 

growth in Tanzania and recommended that there is need for reallocation of extra funds for 
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livestock sub-sector so as to enhance the overall success of production in agriculture as one of 

the key measures to alleviate poverty and enhance growth in Tanzanian economy. Mohamed 

(2010) who did an assessment of the role of agriculture in Sudan economy and suggested that 

government initiatives might come in the form of packages that include things like research and 

development in agricultural and livestock practices, institutional and managerial reforms, credit 

services, increased market availability, and government investment. 

The study found that agricultural output Granger-causes level of GDP in Somalia. This implies 

that increase in agricultural output significantly leads to increase in economic growth of Somalia 

(r = 0.994, p-value = 0.000). The findings are in agreement with Awan and Alam (2015) who 

examined how agricultural production related with Pakistan’s economic growth in the years 

between 1972 and 2012 and established that agricultural production Granger-causes economic 

growth since increase in agriculture value added significantly increased GDP per capita. This 

could be attributed to the fact that Pakistan is an agricultural country and so agricultural 

productivity growth is vital the economic development in Pakistan. The above arguments are 

supported by Bakari and El Weriemmi (2022) who explored the impact of agricultural 

investment on economic growth in France and argued agricultural sector that investments are 

crucial factors of growth in French economy and motivates the desire to employ sound policies 

to further improve this sector. Moreover, Constanza, Pereira and Silva (2022) did an analysis of 

the impact of agriculture on economic growth in Brazil and concluded that agricultural activities 

are crucial in improving the growth of economy. The growth of agriculture is one of the most 

effective methods available for eradicating severe poverty, increasing shared wealth, and 

providing food for people. However, the findings are in disagreement with Yusuf (2018) who 
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examined the agricultural produ`ction and econo`mic grow`th in So`malia from 1986 to 2016 and 

established that agricul`tural produ`ction does not gran`ger cause GDP grow`th.  

The study also established that level of GDP granger-causes agricultural output in Somalia. This 

implies that increase in economic growth significantly leads to increase in agricultural output of 

Somalia (r = 0.905, p-value = 0.000). The findings are agreement with Bashir and Susetyo 

(2018) who examined the association amongst the growth in economy and agricultural sector in 

Indonesia and established that the`re is long run and short run caus`ality in the direc`tion of 

growth of economy and agricul`ture added va`lue. The findings also corelate with findings of 

Uddin (2015) who looked at the causal relationship between agriculture, industry and services 

sector for GDP growth in Bangladesh and found that economic growth has a significant effect on 

expansion of agriculture. This could be attributed to the fact that the growth in economy 

guarantees availability of subsidies for farmers, higher process of agricultural products, 

affordable cost of transport and market for agricultural products. 

The study also found that levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product have a 

bidirectional causality. The findings concur with Apostolidou, Kontogeorgos, Michailidis and 

Loizou (2014) who established that there is a bi-direct`ional relation`ship between agricul`tural 

value added and econo`mic grow`th in the Northern European union nations and on`ly in one 

Medit`erranean coun`try. The findings also agree with Ouma, Kimani and Manyasa (2016) who 

examined the agricultural output and economic growth in East African Community and 

established that there existed bi-directional relationship between agricultural output and 

economic growth in Kenya. The above arguments are supported by Katircioglu (2006) who 

examined the association linking economic growth and agriculture in North Cyprus between 

1975 and 2002 and established that that agricultural output growth and economic growth have a 
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bidirectional relationship. The findings also concur with Jatuporn, et al. (2011) who argued that 

agriculture and growth in economy have a long term relationship while development of the 

economy simulates the expansion in agricultural sector. In conclusion, Jatuporn, et al., (2011) 

asserted that there existed a bidirectional link between agriculture and economic growth in North 

Cyprus. However, the findings disagree with Odero (2017) who did an analysis of the cau`sal 

association amongst the agricul`tural value add`ition and growth of Namibian economy and 

concluded that there existed a uni-directional causal relation`ship running from agricul`tural value 

added to eco`nomic grow`th and not vice versa. 

The study found that 89.7 percent of the variations in gross domestic product in Somalia are 

explained by the levels of agriculture output. The study established that coefficient of log of 

levels of agricultural output (0.994) was positive and statistically significant and this implies that 

levels of agricultural output significantly determine gross domestic product in Somalia in the 

long run. The findings agree with Pattanayak and Mallick (2017) who assessed the agricultural 

production and economic growth in India based on an econometric analysis and established that 

production of tea, cereals and tobacco are positively affecting the GDP growth The findings are 

in line with Awan and Alam (2015) who found that increase in agriculture value added 

significantly increased GDP per capita. Also, Runganga and Mhaka (2021) established that that 

agricultural production index had a positive significant effect on growth in the short term. The 

findings also concur with Mubita (2019) whose results of Granger causality test showed a 

positive significant association and that a 1% increase in agriculture value added would raise 

growth by 0.975%. Further, Oyakhilomen and Zibah (2014) revealed that agricultural 

productivity was positively associated to economic growth in Nigeria, both in the long and short 

run. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a summary, conclusion and recommendations of the main findings on the 

link between levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product in Somalia between 1989 

and 2020. This chapter puts forward the summary of the findings, conclusions of the study, 

recommendations of the study and suggestions for further studies. 

5.2 Summary 

The purpose of the study was to establish the link between levels of agricultural output and gross 

domestic product in Somalia between 1989 and 2020. Secondary data was used in this study, 

which spanned the years 1989 to 2020. The Economic and Social Research and Training Centre 

for Islamic Countries SESRIC is the source. Data for this study is time series data in which 

observations are made on the basis of several variables over a certain period and are usually 

organized sequentially when the time horizon, such as annually, is different. The study collected 

annual data for all the variables such as levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product. 

Descriptive statistics (means, standard deviation, minimums, maximums, Skewness and 

Kurtosis) was used to describe the data. Inferential statistics entailed time series models to be 

estimated after undertaking tests to reveal the appropriate model to determining the effect of 

agricultural output on economic growth. 

The study established that levels of agricultural output and gross domestic product has been 

increasing over the last 32 years between 1989 and 2020. This could be attributed to efforts by 

the transitional federal government (TFG) (2004-2012) and federal government (2012 to date) to 

revolutionize the economy of the country by investing in major sectors like Agriculture. The 
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study also revealed that there is bidirectional causality between the levels of agricultural output 

and gross domestic product. The study found that 89.7% of the changes in gross domestic 

product in Somalia could be attributed to changes in levels of agriculture output. The study found 

that a unit change in levels of agricultural output would lead to a significant 0.994-unit changes 

in gross domestic product in Somalia. This is an indication that levels of agricultural output 

significantly determine gross domestic product in Somalia in the long run.  

5.3 Conclusions 

The study concluded that there exists a bidirectional causality between levels of agricultural 

output and gross domestic product in Somalia. This is an indication that levels of agricultural 

output and gross domestic product affect each other directly. The levels of agricultural output 

and gross domestic product have increasing over the years because of efforts by the federal 

government to revolutionize the economy of the country by investing in major sectors like 

Agriculture. The study concluded that 89.7% of the changes in gross domestic product in 

Somalia are linked to changes in levels of agriculture output. The study concluded that levels of 

agricultural output have a positive and significant effect on gross domestic product in Somalia. 

5.4 Recommendations for Policy and Practice 

The study established that agricultural output significantly influences the economic growth of 

Somalia. Hence, the study recommends that the federal government of Somalia should come 

with strategies to promote agriculture in the country. These policies should address the provision 

of agricultural input subsidies to encourage more people to practice agriculture. 

The study also recommends that the federal government of Somalia should address the country’s 

challenges currently facing the agricultural sector. This can be done by upgrading the road 
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networks to connect the farmers to the market, provide agricultural extension services and 

advancement of its workforce. Through augmented agricultural sector’s  productivity as a whole, 

growth rate of economy subsequently augments as recommended by the study and other studies. 

The study also recommends that the government should allocate more funds for agricultural 

research. This would enable the research institutions to come with appropriate strategies for 

enhancing agriculture and also recommend better farming mechanisms suitable for the climate in 

Somalia. 

The study also recommended that there is need for enhancing the extension service system and 

increasing its efficiency in promoting modem agriculture. The extension officials need to be 

updated with the nation’s needs and offer extension services to allow the country attain its 

desired goals. This could allow the farmers to switch from competing (substitute crop ventures) 

and traditional crops to modern high yielding crops.  

The study recommends that there is need for enhancing the relationship between research, 

extension and the farmers by improving the private sector engagement in delivery of extension 

services among other things. The government needs to augment its investments in agricultural 

research to promote development of progressive production technology in agriculture. 

The study further recommends that to attain and endure high growth of economy, the 

government of Somalia need to execute the initiatives which facilitates agricultural trade, 

particularly agricultural exports, ensuring transparency in agricultural exports through reduction 

of technical barriers. This would encourage the investors in agricultural sector as well as farmer 

to produce more and augment the agricultural output in Somalia. 
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5.5 Suggestions for Further Research  

The study only looked at the relationship between agricultural output and economic growth at a 

limited period of 32 years. Hence the study recommends should be conducted from the year of 

independence to date and establish the nexus between agricultural output and economic growth.  

Future studies should also conduct comparative study pre and post collapse of federal 

government of Somalia in 1991 and establish the difference in relationship. Moreover, future 

studies could be conducted on the impa`ct of agricul`tural out`put on econo`mic grow`th while 

inclu`ding other varia`bles like FDI, private invest`ment, government expenditure among others 

that also affect growth of economy. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I: Data Collection Sheet 

Year RGDP 

Agricultural output, total value from all 

agricultural activities, crop, livestock  

1988 
. . .  . .  . .  . .   . . .  . .  . .  . .  

1989 

. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  . .  

1990 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

1991 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

1992 

. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

1993 

. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

1994 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

1995 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

          1996 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

          1997 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

1998 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

1999 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

2000 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

2001 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

2002 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

. 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

. 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  

2020 
. . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  
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Appendix II: Raw Data 

year Agriculture, Value Added, Constant 2015 Prices GDP, Constant 

1 9 8 9 8 4 6 8 7 5  6 1 3.9 1 2 7 6 5 5  3 9 8 3 

1 9 9 0 8 2 9 9 3 8  6 4 3.3 1 2 5 6 1 3  1 3 7 3 

1 9 9 1 7 5 6 9 0 1  7 6 7.3 1 2 4 3 5 6  8 6 1 4 

1 9 9 2 6 5 3 8 8 8  2 8 1.9 1 0 9 4 3 3  9 8 0 3 

1 9 9 3 6 4 99 6 5 2  1 6.4 1 0 9 4 3 3  9 8 0 3 

1 9 9 4 5 2 7 7 7 1  8 4 7.7 8 6 4 5 3 3  0 6 7.5 

1 9 9 5 5 1 5 4 7 0  3 6 5.6 8 6 4 5 3 3  0 6 7.5 

1 9 9 6 5 1 7 9 0 3  5 7 3.7 8 9 8 2 4 8  0 7 2.8 

1 9 9 7 4 9 5 9 3 9  6 8 8.6 8 7 3 9 7 5  0 0 2.9 

1 9 9 8 4 9 7 4 7 6  9 5 0.7 8 9 5 7 9 1  8 6 9.2 

1 9 9 9 5 1 5 7 8 3  7 6 6.6 9 2 4 4 5 7  2 0 9.1 

2 0 0 0 5 1 8 6 2 9  3 0 4.7 9 5 2 1 9 0  9 2 5.3 

2 0 0 1 5 6 1 1 1 0  3 3 3.2 9 8 0 7 5 6  6 5 3.1 

2 0 0 2 5 6 6 1 6 0  3 2 6.2 1 0 1 5 0 8  3 1 3 6 

2 0 0 3 5 7 1 8 2 1  9 2 9.4 1 0 5 0 6 1  1 0 4 6 

2 0 0 4 5 8 5 5 4 5  6 5 5.7 1 0 8 2 1 2  9 3 7 7 

2 0 0 5 5 9 7 8 4 2  1 1 4.5 1 1 1 4 5 9  3 2 5 8 

2 0 0 6 6 2 1 1 5 7  9 5 7 1 1 4 1 3 4  3 4 9 7 

2 0 0 7 6 3 2 9 5 9  9 5 8.1 1 1 7 1 0 1  8 4 2 7 

2 0 0 8 6 4 9 4 1 6  9 1 7.1 1 2 0 1 4 6  4 9 0 7 

2 0 0 9 6 6 8 2 5 0  0 0 7.6 1 2 3 2 7 0  2 9 9 4 

2 0 1 0 6 8 4 2 8 8  0 0 7.8 1 2 6 4 7 5  3 2 7 2 

2 0 1 1 7 0 2 0 7 9  4 9 6 1 2 9 7 6 3  6 8 5 7 

2 0 1 2 7 0 2 0 7 9  4 9 6 1 3 3 1 3 7  5 4 1 5 

2 0 1 3 7 2 0 3 3 3  5 6 2.9 1 3 6 5 9 9  1 1 7 6 

2 0 1 4 7 5 3 4 6 8  9 0 6.8 1 4 1 6 5 3  2 8 5 0 

2 0 1 5 7 6 9 2 9 1  7 5 3.9 1 4 5 4 7 7  9 2 3 7 

2 0 1 6 7 9 3 0 9 6  4 5 0.8 1 4 9 6 7 7  7 9 5 8 

2 0 1 7 8 1 8 9 4 8  8 7 6.8 1 5 1 7 6 0  0 8 5 3 

2 0 1 8 8 4 2 0 1 6  5 1 6.4 1 5 5 9 9 5  2 5 0 5 

2 0 1 9 8 6 7 7 5 4  9 9 3.5 1 6 0 5 1 2  7 6 0 0 

2 0 2 0 8 9 4 1 7 1  5 0 6.3 1 5 8 1 1 2  8 3 3 1 
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Appendix III: Refined Data for Analysis 

year Natural logarithm Agriculture, 

Value Added, Constant 2015 Prices 

Natural logarithm GDP, 

Constant 

1 9 8 9 2 0.5 6 2 0.9 7 

1 9 9 0 2 0.5 4 2 0.9 5 

1 9 9 1 2 0.4 4 2 0.9 4 

1 9 9 2 2 0.3 0 2 0.8 1 

1 9 9 3 2 0.2 9 2 0.8 1 

1 9 9 4 2 0.0 8 2 0.5 8 

1 9 9 5 2 0.0 6 2 0.5 8 

1 9 9 6 2 0.0 7 2 0.6 2 

1 9 9 7 2 0.0 2 2 0.5 9 

1 9 9 8 2 0.0 3 2 0.6 1 

1 9 9 9 2 0.0 6 2 0.6 4 

2 0 0 0 2 0.0 7 2 0.6 7 

2 0 0 1 2 0.1 5 2 0.7 0 

2 0 0 2 2 0.1 5 2 0.7 4 

2 0 0 3 2 0.1 6 2 0.7 7 

2 0 0 4 2 0.1 9 2 0.8 0 

2 0 0 5 2 0.2 1 2 0.8 3 

2 0 0 6 2 0.2 5 2 0.8 6 

2 0 0 7 2 0.2 7 2 0.8 8 

2 0 0 8 2 0.2 9 2 0.9 1 

2 0 0 9 2 0.3 2 2 0.9 3 

2 0 1 0 2 0.3 4 2 0.9 6 

2 0 1 1 2 0.3 7 2 0.9 8 

2 0 1 2 2 0.3 7 2 1.0 1 

2 0 1 3 2 0.4 0 2 1.0 4 

2 0 1 4 2 0.4 4 2 1.0 7 

2 0 1 5 2 0.4 6 2 1.1 0 

2 0 1 6 2 0.4 9 2 1.1 3 

2 0 1 7 2 0.5 2 2 1.1 4 

2 0 1 8 2 0.5 5 2 1.1 7 

2 0 1 9 2 0.5 8 2 1.2 0 

2 0 2 0 2 0.6 1 2 1.1 8 

 


